ISO Seminar Descriptions

Finding Your First Job at UIC*
8/12 | 9-9:45 am | SCE 302 AND 8/14 | 3-3:45 pm | SSB ABC
What do you need to know in order to launch a successful on-campus job search as an international student? Representatives from the Student Employment Office and Office of International Services will share their best resources and advice to help you manage expectations and navigate the logistical, cultural and regulatory aspects of finding your first job at UIC.

Finding Your First Job at UIC* (duplicate session)
8/12 | 9-9:45 am | SCE 302 AND 8/14 | 3-3:45 pm | SSB ABC
What do you need to know in order to launch a successful on-campus job search as an international student? Representatives from the Student Employment Office and Office of International Services will share their best resources and advice to help you manage expectations and navigate the logistical, cultural and regulatory aspects of finding your first job at UIC.

Grocery Shopping & Cooking in the U.S.
8/12 | 4-4:45 pm | SCE 302 AND 8/14 | 10-10:45 am | SSB ABC
Healthy, tasty and reliable meals are essential for well-being during a period of cultural transition. This session will describe the various grocery options you have in Chicago and share tips to help you have a successful and low-stress shopping and cooking experience.

Professionalism & Communication in the Age of LOL*
8/12 | 4-4:45 pm | SCE 302 AND 8/14 | 10-10:45 am | SSB ABC
As electronic communication has become the norm, we often struggle with how to properly convey our thoughts and feelings with just letters and symbols. Professional communication, now more than ever, often takes a back seat to internet slang and more casual ways of electronic interactions with our friends, colleagues and superiors. This session will discuss cultural norms of communication in the U.S., provide tips on appropriate and professional communication and give an overview of communication expectations during your time at UIC.

Professionalism & Communication in the Age of LOL* (duplicate session)
8/12 | 4-4:45 pm | SCE 302 AND 8/14 | 10-10:45 am | SSB ABC
As electronic communication has become the norm, we often struggle with how to properly convey our thoughts and feelings with just letters and symbols. Professional communication, now more than ever, often takes a back seat to internet slang and more casual ways of electronic interactions with our friends, colleagues and superiors. This session will discuss cultural norms of communication in the U.S., provide tips on appropriate and professional communication and give an overview of communication expectations during your time at UIC.

Safety in Chicago & Avoiding Scams*
8/13 | 9-9:45 am | SCE 605 AND 8/14 | 4-4:45 pm | SSB ABC
Safety is a top of mind issue for many new international students. Join representatives from UIC Police and OIS as they discuss how you can best position yourself for safety while moving through both physical and online environments.

Safety in Chicago & Avoiding Scams* (duplicate session)
8/13 | 9-9:45 am | SCE 605 AND 8/14 | 4-4:45 pm | SSB ABC
Safety is a top of mind issue for many new international students. Join representatives from UIC Police and OIS as they discuss how you can best position yourself for safety while moving through both physical and online environments.

Q&A with International Peer Leaders
8/13 | 10-10:45 am | SCE 605
The best advice often comes from someone who has been through the experience before you. This session is your chance to ask real and candid questions to more senior international students, the OIS International Peer Leaders.

Q&A with International Peer Leaders (duplicate session)
8/13 | 10-10:45 am | SCE 605
The best advice often comes from someone who has been through the experience before you. This session is your chance to ask real and candid questions to more senior international students, the OIS International Peer Leaders.

Budget Travel in the U.S.
8/13 | 11-11:45 am | SCE 605
The United States is a huge country! It has many diverse and exciting places to visit outside of our beautiful city of Chicago. In this presentation, we will explore how to travel the U.S. on a budget with tips on transportation, accommodations, food, and more.

Budget Travel in the U.S. (duplicate session)
8/13 | 11-11:45 am | SCE 605
The United States is a huge country! It has many diverse and exciting places to visit outside of our beautiful city of Chicago. In this presentation, we will explore how to travel the U.S. on a budget with tips on transportation, accommodations, food, and more.

UIC Student Rights & Responsibilities
8/13 | 2-2:45 pm | SSB BC
As a member of the UIC community you are now expected to uphold our shared values of integrity, accountability and respect. What does this mean in practice? Representatives from the Office of the Dean of Students will explain and share examples specifically helpful to international students.

UIC Student Rights & Responsibilities (duplicate session)
8/13 | 2-2:45 pm | SSB BC
As a member of the UIC community you are now expected to uphold our shared values of integrity, accountability and respect. What does this mean in practice? Representatives from the Office of the Dean of Students will explain and share examples specifically helpful to international students.

Sessions marked with an asterisk (*) are duplicate sessions and the same content will be presented both days; students should only register for one date.

SCE = Student Center East, 750 South Halsted Street
SSB = Student Services Building, 1200 West Harrison Street
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